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The church of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, also
called San Carlino, is an architectural artefact that
continues to attract numerous hypotheses and geometric
analyses attempting to explain its form and meaning.
Numerous investigations have attempted to reveal its
underlying geometrical principles, without, however,
reaching a consensus. Finding San Carlino presents an
edited collection of perspectives on Borromini’s famous
Baroque church from a range of established and
emerging scholars in architectural history and theory,
including Werner Oechslin, Karsten Harries, Michael Hill
and Lauren Jacobi amongst others. This book offers the
reader different means of engaging with, enjoying and
articulating San Carlino’s complexity, non-consensus
and ambiguity. It is precisely such a unique disposition
that motivates this book to explore multiple modes of
architectural enquiry and delve into a series of theoretical
and historiographical questions such as: why was
Borromini not able to post-rationalize his architecture
with his drawings? What is San Carlino’s exemplary
value, and why does it continually engender exegetical
and hermeneutic desire? What is the role of geometry in
architecture, in history and today? Written for
researchers, scholars and postgraduate students in
architectural history and theory, the book uses San
Carlino as an enigmatic centering point for a set of
significant contemporary voices to explore new modes of
confrontation and comparison.
S,M,L,XL presents a selection of the remarkable
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visionary design work produced by the Dutch firm Office
for Metropolitan Architecture (O.M.A.) and its acclaimed
founder, Rem Koolhaas, in its first twenty years, along
with a variety of insightful, often poetic writings. The
inventive collaboration between Koolhaas and designer
Bruce Mau is a graphic overture that weaves together
architectural projects, photos and sketches, diary
excerpts, personal travelogues, fairy tales, and fables, as
well as critical essays on contemporary architecture and
society. The book's title is also its framework: projects
and essays are arranged according to scale. While Small
and Medium address issues ranging from the domestic
to the public, Large focuses on what Koolhaas calls "the
architecture of Bigness." Extra-Large features projects at
the urban scale, along with the important essay "What
Ever Happened to Urbanism?" and other studies of the
contemporary city. Running throughout the book is a
"dictionary" of an adventurous new Koolhaasian
language -- definitions, commentaries, and quotes from
hundreds of literary, cultural, artistic, and architectural
sources.
'A photographer's gift to the viewer is sometimes beauty
in the overlooked ordinary' Saul Leiter Photography
lovers the world over are now embracing Saul Leiter,
who has enjoyed a remarkable revival since fading into
relative obscurity in the 1980s. This collection reveals the
secrets of his appeal, from his life philosophy and
lyricism to masterful colours and compositions. Some
200 works - including early street photographs, images
for advertising, nudes and paintings - cover Leiter's
career from the 1940s onwards, accompanied by
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quotations from the artist himself that express his
singular world view.
From the author of Eating the Sun, an artistic collection
of more than 50 drawings featuring unique, funny, and
poignant foreign words that have no direct translation
into English Did you know that the Japanese language
has a word to express the way sunlight filters through the
leaves of trees? Or that there’s a Finnish word for the
distance a reindeer can travel before needing to rest?
Lost in Translation brings to life more than fifty words
that don’t have direct English translations with charming
illustrations of their tender, poignant, and humorous
definitions. Often these words provide insight into the
cultures they come from, such as the Brazilian
Portuguese word for running your fingers through a
lover’s hair, the Italian word for being moved to tears by
a story, or the Swedish word for a third cup of coffee. In
this clever and beautifully rendered exploration of the
subtleties of communication, you’ll find new ways to
express yourself while getting lost in the artistry of
imperfect translation.

A “meticulous history” of the classic suspense film
based on exclusive interviews with the director,
writers, cast, and crew (The New York Times Book
Review). First released in June 1960, Psycho altered
the landscape of horror films forever. But just as
compelling as the movie itself is the story behind it,
which has been adapted as a movie starring
Anthony Hopkins as Hitchcock, Helen Mirren as his
wife Alma Reville, and Scarlett Johansson as Janet
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Leigh. Stephen Rebello brings to life the creation of
one of Hollywood’s most iconic films, from the story
of Wisconsin murderer Ed Gein, the real-life
inspiration for the character of Norman Bates, to
Hitchcock’s groundbreaking achievements in
cinematography, sound, editing, and promotion.
Packed with captivating insights from the film’s
stars, writers, and crewmembers, Alfred Hitchcock
and the Making of Psycho is a riveting and definitive
history of a signature Hitchcock cinematic
masterpiece.
Riciclo, riuso e riattivazione sono le parole chiave
della metamorfosi circolare che stiamo attraversando
e che si traducono sempre più spesso in progetti
ecologici, intelligenti e creativi per le città, le
infrastrutture e i paesaggi. Dagli albori di un Neoantropocene che tenda a ridurre la sua impronta
ecologica e ad incrementare l&'intelligenza collettiva
della noosfera, emergono le visioni e i paradigmi di
un Re-cyclical Urbanism, una urbanistica re-ciclica
non dissipativa ma generativa, di cui il libro indaga
pratiche già in atto per individuare protocolli di
pianificazione e per forgiare dispositivi progettuali
capaci di agire nella società circolare. Il volume
contiene le ricerche e le sperimentazioni progettuali
condotte a Palermo, sui Monti Sicani e a Roma
applicando i paradigmi del riciclo alla rigenerazione
di insediamenti urbani e rurali in contrazione o in
transizione. Le proposte metodologiche e le
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sperimentazioni lavorano sui lacerti urbani, sugli
scarti prodotti dalla dismissione funzionale e sui
rottami dello sviluppo attraverso processi/progetti di
riciclo incrementali e adattivi - il Cityforming - che
attivino un metabolismo capace di generare nuovi
cicli di vita autosufficienti per i territori urbani e rurali
in una rinnovata alleanza tra uomo e natura. Il Recyclical Urbanism agisce a partire dalla riscrittura di
&"righe di codice&" dismesse (le funzioni), dalla
riattivazione di &"banchi di memoria&" non utilizzati
(le aree) e dal recupero di &"routine&" urbane
ancora efficienti (le infrastrutture) proponendosi
come un nuovo sistema operativo dello sviluppo
sostenibile.
We are living in an open sea, caught up in a
continuous wave, with no fixed point and no
instrument to measure distance and the direction of
travel. Nothing appears to be in its place any more,
and a great deal appears to have no place at all. The
principles that have given substance to the
democratic ethos, the system of rules that has
guided the relationships of authority and the ways in
which they are legitimized, the shared values and
their hierarchy, our behaviour and our life styles,
must be radically revised because they no longer
seem suited to our experience and understanding of
a world in flux, a world that has become both
increasingly interconnected and prone to severe and
persistent crises. We are living in the interregnum
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between what is no longer and what is not yet. None
of the political movements that helped undermine the
old world are ready to inherit it, and there is no new
ideology, no consistent vision, promising to give
shape to new institutions for the new world. It is like
the Babylon referred to by Borges, the country of
randomness and uncertainty in which ‘no decision is
final; all branch into others’. Out of the world that
had promised us modernity, what Jean Paul Sartre
had summarized with sublime formula ‘le choix que
je suis’ (‘the choice that I am’), we inhabit that
flattened, mobile and dematerialized space, where
as never before the principle of the heterogenesis of
purposes is sovereign. This is Babel.
Selina Penaluna is a merrymaid or so she believes .
. . Ellen and Jack are evacuated from London to
Cornwall during the Second World War. Ellen
relishes the opportunity to better herself. Jack is
different. He finds the attention from his new family
stifling and seeks freedom in the arms of Selina, the
mysterious local girl he sees at the shore. Selina,
Ellen and Jack's lives are intertwined in a series of
events that lead to tragedy.
“Every war has turning points and every person
too.” Fifteen-year-old Daisy is sent from Manhattan
to England to visit her aunt and cousins she’s never
met: three boys near her age, and their little sister.
Her aunt goes away on business soon after Daisy
arrives. The next day bombs go off as London is
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attacked and occupied by an unnamed enemy. As
power fails, and systems fail, the farm becomes
more isolated. Despite the war, it’s a kind of Eden,
with no adults in charge and no rules, a place where
Daisy’s uncanny bond with her cousins grows into
something rare and extraordinary. But the war is
everywhere, and Daisy and her cousins must lead
each other into a world that is unknown in the
scariest, most elemental way. A riveting and
astonishing story.
The 1920 Diary is the most significant contemporary
account of the tragedy of Eastern European Jewry
during this period. The Diary also yields important
insights into Babel's personal evolution, showing his
youthful curiosity and his anguish as, frequently
concealing his own Jewish identity, he mingled with
the victimized Jews of the region's shtetls and with
his Cossack comrades. Finally, the Diary sheds light
on Babel's artistic development, revealing the path
from observations recorded in excitement and
despair to the painstakingly crafted narratives of the
Red Cavalry cycle.
The author of The Mental Load returns with more
"visual essays which are transformative agents of
change." After the success of The Mental Load,
Emma continues in her new book to tangle with
issues pertinent to women's experiences, from
consent to the "power of love," from the care and
attentiveness that women place on others' wellbeing
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and social cohesion, and how it constitutes another
burden on women, to contraception, to the true
nature of gallantry, from the culture of rape to diets,
from safety in public spaces to retirement, along with
social issues such as police violence, women's
rights, and green capitalism. And, once more, she
hits the mark.
The first book to focus on Graciela Iturbide's
photographs of Mexico, capturing all of its beauties,
rituals, challenges, and contradictions. Graciela
Iturbide, best known for iconic photographs of
indigenous women of Mexico, has engaged with her
homeland as a subject for the past fifty years in
images of great variety and depth. The intensely
personal, lyrical photographs collected and
interpreted in this book show that, for her,
photography is a way of life - as well as a way of
seeing and understanding Mexico, with all its
beauties, rituals, challenges, and contradictions. The
Mexico portrayed here is a country in constant
transition, defined by tensions between urban and
rural life, and indigenous and modern life. Iturbide's
deep connection with her subjects - among them
political protests, celebrations and rituals, desert
landscapes, cities, places of burial - produces
indelible images that encompass dreams, symbols,
reality, and daily life. This volume presents more
than a hundred beautifully reproduced black-andwhite photographs, accompanied by illuminating
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essays inviting readers to share in Graciela Iturbide's
personal artistic journey through the country she
knows so intimately.
Conceived and edited by film director Martin Bell, Mary
Ellen Mark's husband and collaborator for 30 years, the
Book of Everything celebrates in over 600 images and
diverse texts Mark's extraordinary life, work and vision.
From 1963 to her death in 2015, Mark told brilliant,
intimate, provocative stories of characters whom she met
and engaged with--often in perpetuity. There was nothing
casual or unprepared about Mark's approach; she
unfailingly empathized with the people and places she
photographed. For this comprehensive book Bell has
selected images from Mark's thousands of contactsheets and chromes--from over two million frames in
total. These include her own now iconic choices, those
published once and since lost in time, as well as some of
her as yet unpublished preferences. Bell complements
these with a few selections of his own. Along with Mark's
pictures made in compelling, often tragic circumstances,
the Book of Everything includes recollections from
friends, colleagues and many of those she
photographed. Mark's own thoughts reveal doubts and
insecurities, her ideas about the individuals and topics
she depicted, as well as the challenges of the business
of photography. I became a photographer because
photography found me. Once I started to take pictures
there was no choice. That was just what I was and what I
wanted to do and what I wanted to be. Mary Ellen Mark
The contemporary debate on landscape is no longer an
exclusive idiolect; it has expanded into a relentless
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babel. The field is glutted with an ever-increasing
number of articles, collective works and conventions.
Once marginal, landscape has now become central,
even essential to philosophy and geography. Its
significance within sociological, anthropological and
archaeological theories has also strengthened
exponentially, making it the rising star of academia. This
book acknowledges the importance of eco-theory to
contemporary thought, exploring the limits of its study as
well as the new horizons it opens up.
Sur les lieux du tournage avec Inarritu : la réalisation de
Babel. Le cinéaste mexicain Alejandro Gonzâlez Inarritu
et les grands photographes qui l'accompagnent, Mary
Ellen Mark, Patrick Bard, Graciela Iturbide et Miguel Rio
Branco, mettent en commun leurs visions infiniment
sensibles de la diversité culturelle dans un livre qui
associe images passionnantes et commentaires de
première main du réalisateur sur l'expérience unique du
tournage de Babel. Prix de la meilleure mise en scène
au 59e Festival de Cannes 2006, Babel est le troisième
volet de la trilogie du metteur en scène, dont les
premiers sont Amours chiennes et 21 Grammes. Le
présent ouvrage est un recueil visuel des histoires
parallèles et des personnages de la vie réelle qui ont
jalonné le tournage du film. Tourné au Maroc, au
Mexique et au japon, Babel a bénéficié d'une distribution
incluant notamment Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett, Gael
Garcia Bernal et Koji Yakusho, ainsi que des acteurs non
professionnels de ces trois pays. Préfacé par l'écrivain
Eliseo Alberta et accompagné d'une interview d'Inarritu
par le cinéaste Rodrigo Garcia, le résultat est un livre
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attachant qui vient compléter le puissant message de
Babel sur les barrières culturelles et émotionnelles que
tout être humain construit en lui-même, tout en révélant
la fascinante réalité des hommes et des lieux qui ont
inspiré le film.
In the fourth installment of The Photography Workshop
Series, Mary Ellen Mark (1940-2015)--well known for the
emotional power of her pictures, be they of people or
animals--offers her insight on observing the world and
capturing dramatic moments that reveal more than the
reality at hand. Aperture Foundation works with the
world's top photographers to distill their creative
approaches to, teachings on, and insights into
photography--offering the workshop experience in a
book. Our goal is to inspire photographers at all levels
who wish to improve their work, as well as readers
interested in deepening their understanding of the art of
photography. Through words and pictures, in this volume
Mark shares her own creative process and discusses a
wide range of issues, from gaining the trust of the subject
and taking pictures that are controlled but unforced, to
organizing the frame so that every part contributes
toward telling the story.
French painter Yves Klein (1928?1962) stands as one of the
most exciting artists of the 20th century. A founding member
of the New Realism movement, he was also a pioneer in
performance art and installations, and a forerunner of body
art, land art, and conceptual art. During his meteoric eightyear career, Klein expressed his vision through a wide range
of media, including pure color (notably a deep, bright blue
now known as Yves Klein Blue), architecture, sculpture,
literature, and music. This book looks afresh at Klein's works,
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and especially those that involve fire. Klein used fire to
represent the mysterious and intangible elements of the
world: He believed that an artist's transfiguration of reality
could change a viewer's personal values, and his aim was to
usher in an age of happy and fulfilled humankind. Here,
images of his spectacular mur de feu or ?wall of fire,” along
with his monochromes, monogolds, drawings, letters, and
articles, as well as pictures of Klein producing his works, are
testament to the artist's belief in the spiritual power of art.
This magnificent volume includes a fascinating DVD of
archival footage of Klein creating art with fire. The 12-minute
DVD shows Klein creating the Mur de feu (Wall of Fire) and
the Fontaine de feu (Fountain of Fire) for an exhibition in
Germany in 1961, filmed by Yvan Butler, and the Peintures
de feu (Fire Paintings) in France in 1962, filmed by Albert
Weill. Newly composed music by Daniel Humair accompanies
the films.
In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the little frog finds an egg.
"That's mine!" he says. But the snake wants his egg, and so
does the eagle, and so does the lizard... But what does the
angry elephant want?
In this mystery in the USA Today bestselling Murder, She
Wrote series, Jessica Fletcher visits New York City during
fashion week, only to discover someone has rather fatal
designs... Jessica is in Manhattan to attend the debut of a
new designer. Formerly Sandy Black of Cabot Cove, the
young man has reinvented himself as Xandr Ebon, and is
introducing his evening wear collection to the public
and--more important--to the industry's powers-that-be: the
stylists, the magazine editors, the buyers, and the wealthy
clientele who can make or break him. At the show, the glitz
and glamour are dazzling until a young model--a novice,
taking her first walk down the runway--shockingly collapses
and dies. Natural causes? Perhaps. But when another model
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is found dead, a famous cover girl and darling of the
paparazzi, the fashion world gets nervous. Two models. Two
deaths. Their only connection? Xandr Ebon. Jessica's crimesolving instincts are put to the test as she sorts through the
egos, the conflicts of interest, the spiteful accusations, and
the secrets, all the while keeping an amorous detective at
arm's length. But she'll have to dig deep to uncover a killer. A
designer's career is on the line. And another model could
perish in a New York minute.
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